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Event Observations:

-Global shipping remains a niche enterprise and 
not well understood and/or reported outside 
industry specific news sources.
-Event is over but "Ever Given" remains 
embargoed in Suez Canal and unable to continue 
its voyage pending negotiated settlement.
-Vessel owners, charter parties, and vessel 
operators need not be one in the same. Leads to 
bifurcated and complex identification of 
"responsible party" when a crisis occurs.
-Cargo owners may have a financial obligation to 
Evergreen under "General Average" maritime law.
-Increased focus on cargo insurance
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The Port Authority of NY & NJ is responsible for keeping the region moving by air, land, rail, and sea. If you’ve lived in the region even for a short time, chances are that you’ve probably used or seen several of our facilities in your community, on your way to school or if you’ve ever flown in and out of New York City.The agency employs approximately 8,000 employees and is a financially self-supporting entity, which means we do not receive any tax revenue from either state or from any local community. Instead, the Port Authority relies primarily on funds generated from facility operations such as tolls from six interstate bridges and tunnels, user fees from five major airports and two bus terminals, fares on the cross-Hudson commuter rail transit system also known as PATH, and rent from six port facilities, as well as other services and retail stores included in the 16-acre World Trade Center site. 



Overview of Ever Given 
Impacts

-Approximately 11 North-Bound vessels calling 
PONYNJ were impacted.
-Contingency routing optionality is itself a complex 
undertaking.
-Initial response is to "wait it out"
-From a cargo perspective, this was mostly an 
Asia-Europe event.
-Most impacts to cargo destined to U.S. was in 
delayed shipments: 9-20 days
-No vessels by-passed PONYNJ due to delays
-One vessel called Norfolk first before calling 
PONYNJ
-5 vessels opted for the Cape of Good Hope 
routing
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Thanks to the hardworking men and women of the Port of New York and New Jersey, over  4,255,500  containers were delivered to the Port’s customers in 2020. It took effort from stakeholders across the region to accomplish this. Efforts such as Keeping marine terminals open on holidays.Adding extra hours of operation on nights and weekends.Infusing extra chassis into the network.Working overtime to keep chassis units roadworthy.Adding empty rail cars into the intermodal network, including adding additional trains. The maritime cargo supply chain’s resiliency has been encouraging as we collectively navigate through the pandemic, and it is at times like this that the interconnectedness of the various supply chain handoffs is evident. Our partners are united in managing these extraordinary volumes and handling tight capacity throughout the supply chain to keep commerce moving. 



Learnings

 Continued Pilot training on 16,000+ TEU class 
vessels for "KVK"

 Protocol for tug deployment: how many and 
under what conditions

 Requirement for "back-up" resources in case 
of vessel related issues: tugs, private dredge 
fleet, ACOE dredge fleet, etc.....

 Resiliency protocol in constrained navigation 
channels
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Shipping containers are generally a 40ft x 8 x 8 box, but the products within it come in all shapes and sizes.  To give you an idea of it’s size, a single 40" container can transport 42,000 rolls of toilet paper, 10,000 pineapples, 250 60in flat screen TVs or 10,000 pairs of your favorite sneaker.  Products that are too large or not solid masses, are transported around the world in various types of containers and ships. For example, the orange juice you might have had for breakfast comes in a food-grade tanker ship. Your family’s car was shipped from Japan, South Korea, Mexico or Europe in a giant floating parking garage. Nabisco, who has a production facility just a half hour from the Port is a customer of our edible oils such as vegetable oil or soybean oil, and imports these oils comes from places like Argentina and Indonesia.  So the next time you eat an Oreo or Vanilla Wafer, it would not have been possible without these edible oils and access to the Port.  
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Here’s a look at our Current Container Capacity Distribution. You’ll see that a large portion of the goods we move are through Newark / Elizabeth. However, that’s not to discredit the large amounts of goods moving through our other facilities. Newark / Elizabeth has ideal positioning geographically, and the largest area of space to work within.  



Thank you

The Port is a business line of The Port Authority of NY & NJ
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